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About This Game
The famous game remastered in a new 25th Anniversary Edition!
The father and mother of all 'Haunted Mansion' games!
Winner of multiple gaming awards and “No. 1 Rated Game of 1994”.
"The new standard in interactive entertainment." - Bill Gates (Founder of Microsoft Corporation, 1993)
Henry Stauf's mansion has been abandoned for as long as anyone dare remember. Stauf was a master toy maker, a maker of
amazing puzzles and this strange, eerie, mansion was his greatest creation.
It stands empty, rotting ever since children started dying with his toys near them, ever since six guests came and were never seen
again.
Now, you are in the house, moving from one room to another, trying to remember and trying to forget. Because Stauf's game
isn't over. There were six guests the world knew about - and there was one other.
The mansion of horror comes to life again and only you can end this mad nightmare and learn the secret of the 7th guest.
The game features:
- Groundbreaking use of full-motion video and dialogue recorded by live actors in a terrifyingly virtual environment.
- Bizarre puzzles to solve and games to play.
- 22 stunningly rendered, devilishly surprising, 3-D rooms await you in this fully explorable haunted mansion.
‘25th Anniversary Edition' features:
- Totally new, much praised, game play controls that were built from the ground up.
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* Hotspot based with the option to highlight all hotspots in each game screen.
* Skip quickly any scene.
* Completely new map, which can be access directly from the game screen.
* Many new mouse and keyboard shortcuts.
- Completely new game menus and save/load system + Saves cloud syncing
- Three Music options: The praised, orchestrated, music score re-mastered or the original score in high quality Midi recording or
Adlib
- Much improved voice acting audio and all-new, optional subtitles
- High-end graphics upscaling (xBRZ filter) for high-resolution displays
- 28 Achievements (5 Hidden) to collect!
- Optional retro settings: play with original graphics, original music and even the original controls
- A lot of extras:
* ‘The Making of’ featurette
* 19 Deleted Scenes and 34 Deleted Audio Parts
* Comprehensive Soundtrack: 36 Tracks to add to your music collection!
* ‘The 7th Guest’ Novel (157 pages)
* The Original Script (104 pages), ‘The Stauf Files’ booklet (20 pages), Original Game Manual (41 pages)
* Legacy Editions as FREE downloadable content (DLCs) for Windows, macOS and Linux (English voice-acting only)
- Multiple languages (ALL included without additional payment):
English voice acting, with or without English, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Polish, Swedish or Hebrew subtitles
German voice acting with or without German subtitles
French voice acting with or without French subtitles
Russian voice acting with or without Russian subtitles
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Publisher:
MojoTouch
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Would not even load.
My HTC Vive system is usually rock-solid, all my other 80+ titles work fine.
Tried reboots and resets of headset, nothing worked.
Skip this one.. Put it this way:
The paywall you experience in this game can dramatically vary depending on the event available.
I started playing about a week ago. All I had to do is score 1 point on the PvE event to get 1 epic prize. My cards were too weak
to do that. So at that point it looked unpleasant.
But I was 100% sure there are other events and they would treat me better.
Events prescribes a specific condition, either accumulating bounties, playing an event pve map, guild war or something else.
Then everyone get prizes according to where they rank. Much like the good earlier years of mobile gaming, spearheaded by
Blood Brothers in my experience. I dunno why this form of competition dwindled, other than that it was maybe too spammed at
a time.
For example, the Empowered Spirit Clash right now lasts only a few days but it gives everyone a bunch of extra plays on top of
the usual bounties and energy battles.
Scoring events can vary in many other ways including length from a few days to 2 weeks, and has its own extra bonuses like
house rules, etc.
And before long, devs dropped 1000 arena points in my (and presuambly everyone else's) mailbox. That pulled me my first epic.
Every such stride can propel a free player to the next (small) level. You can now face stronger opponents build exprience at a
higher level. Without that, admittedly, progress seemed painfully slow.
And now, there should be no doubt I can score 1 epic per event for most of them.
This game also have these "temporary" bonuses. So undeads get a big boost for like what still has another 6 weeks to run. After
that, the meta changes again. Good for bad, not enough games shake up the playing field like this. Stunningly beautiful art with
fun, challenging puzzles. I'd definitely reccomend it if you don't mind mildly disturbing images and themes.
A little tip tho- if you know anything about tarot cards and their symbolism, forget it while you're playing this. You'll only
confuse yourself further and spend an hour trying to match up a puzzle the wrong way.. This experience made me very dizzy
very fast to the point I could not finish it. The surrounding seems to be made out of a stereo cube map, which works only if you
rotate on an axe, any translations of your body will cause weird effects and dizzyness. I felt imprisoned because I had to restrain
myself from moving to decrease my discomfort before finally giving up during the "show"... I will ask for a refund, because I
can't experience it.
The idea is interesting though the execution needs to be rethough.. A really nice board game that is simple enough that you
anyone can get into but also complex enough that one have to put quite a lot of thinking into it in order win the game. Online
Muliplayer is not supported yet as far as I know so its limited to LAN only.
The graphic and gameplay is good with no form of bugs or glitches as of yet.
I would recommend it but not worth the full price. Get it only on sale. (I got the game with 75% off sale)
8\/10. Absolute \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This game is 5 bucks and its still overpriced... It's buggy, and
its not very immersable.. It's hard to do anything, has horrible sound and is overall not good... If you want a fighting simulator,
youd be best off getting a WMMA game from Greydog Software.. Absolutely amazing sound design, the new emotes and
messages will make u laugh,chuckle and smile everytime you hear them just like the original's. You'll just want to play the game
just so you can use the emotes and messages!. This is a pretty fun little Jrpg. So, the story is pretty simple but fun enough and it
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is all wrapped up pretty well. It isn't anything amazing tough and neither are the character, they are not bad but really nothing
special either. Also some of the stories are a bit rushed so to speak. Like I said, all wraps up at the end but it feels a bit forced in
some cases, not to much tough so no worry there. What I just found a bit strange is the Protagonist in that case. The game wants
to go with the whole ,,Will the revenge destroy him or not'' but the result of that is that his ending falls a bit flat with him
finding new purpose in live by adopting some orphan they met right beforehand, I am not saying that it makes no sense for him
to do so but from a story telling perspective it just feels kinda meh.
The other side is the combat, it's nothing special at all but it isn't bad either. The Problem comes with how Enemey encounters
work, look, making encounter not random and shown on the map may sound good but it really isn't. Belive me that can get really
annoying, mainly because when choosing random you can actually turn the encounter rate up or down, if they are shown one the
map you have to fight almost everything because you can't really evade most of them because they chase you or position
themself in a way to prevent you from going around them. That can get really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing annoying when
you consider that they all respawn each time you change a room.. IM SINGING IN THE RAIN
JUST SINGING IN THE RAIN
WHAT A GLORIOUS FEELING
IM HAPPY AGAIN
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Awesome game! Please buy so we get more VR/Couch Coop games like this. Its just as fun as Job Simulators kitchen segment
but adds much more of challenge. And its a must play with someone on the couch playing as the server. Honestly cannot
recommend this game enough!. The premise of this game sounded interesting to me and it was 75% off in the store at the time,
so I figured why not give it a try? I have to say I'm terribly disappointed in the game. The levels are very simple and extremely
repetative. Within minutes I felt like I had already experienced everything the game had to offer. Winning a level doesn't feel
rewarding, and losing doesn't really carry any consequence. There are a few unlockables you can work towards to extend the life
of the game, but honestly there isn't very much to see here. I've played free flash games that were far more entertaining than
this, as well as ones that held my attention for far longer. If you're on the fence about this game, do yourself a favor and spend
the money on something else.. Pretty cool... This is My top Favorite Suit over all the other suits in both Strike Suit Infinity and
Strike Suit Zero. The Raptor is the quickest of the prototype ships, at the expense of armour. Its speed and maneuverability
makes it a formidable opponent in a dogfight. Combine this with a powerful short-range shotgun weapon - making it lethal in
close-quarters - and it\\'s not surprising the raptor is the Suit of choice for many pilots. It also my choice because the suit's
origional color in Strike Suit Infinity is purple and I always look foward to having the ability to fly at the top of the top Highspeeds when it comes to moving from point A to Point B ASAP. The Cons about Raptor is it's armour is very week, you're
likely to die very quickly relying on this suit's armour to protect you from the incoming cannon fire. Also you cannot use this
Strike Suit during your first time playing through a missions. You are able to use it after copleating the first mission, I sugguset
playing through all the missions first, then playing any of missions again using Raptor.. This is one of those games I would call,
"A necessary game." House Flipper is fun! It vaguely reminds me of Sims, but yet, is its own thing. House Flipper takes the
oddly mundane tasks of painting, tiling floors and walls, and cleaning dirt, and turns them into fun - even addictive - chores. It's
a great game for someone like me: I love walking into a giant mess of a house, and turning it into a lovely home worthy of a
family in just a few hours' time, in what would normally take a real-life handyman days, if not weeks or even months. There's
something very zen and very charming about this game that I just love.. Less a puzzler, more of a reaction twitch game - finish
each room by stepping on every tile, once or twice before it vanishes or in the right rhythem. Graphics and Sound are very basic.
There is little to engage one. All in all I find it too bland and a bit boring.
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